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Each of the two SLS solid rocket 
boosters will burn 6 tons of solid 
propellant every second.

BOOSTER MOTOR 
SEGMENTS COMPLETE
NASA is wrapping up manufacture of the 10 motor segments that will power the two solid rocket boosters on SLS’s first launch.

The motor segments, which will generate 3.6 millions of pounds of thrust each during liftoff of the first integrated mission of SLS 
and Orion, have been cast with propellant and fitted with instrumentation at Northrop Grumman’s manufacturing facility in Utah.  
The segments will be outfitted with some final sensors just before shipment to Kennedy Space Center in Florida where they will 
be joined with the boosters’ forward and aft assemblies. 

The SLS booster is the largest, most powerful solid propellant booster NASA has ever built. Standing 17 stories tall and burning 
approximately six tons of propellant every second, each booster generates more thrust than 14 four-engine jumbo commercial 
airliners. With more payload mass and volume capability than any existing rocket, as well as more energy to send missions 
through space, SLS will send human and robotic explorers to deep space destinations, including the Moon, Mars and beyond.

Learn more about the solid rocket boosters here: go.nasa.gov/2U9qYql

https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/sls/multimedia/boosters_101.html
http://go.nasa.gov/2U9qYql


EM-2 BOOSTER 
FABRICATION 
IS UNDERWAY
As work on the booster segments for SLS’s first mission 
wrap up, teams at Northrop Grumman in Utah have begun 
casting the motors for the rocket’s second launch. Eight of 
10 motor segments for the twin boosters have been cast with 
propellant, and testing and evaluation of the segments is under 
way. Forward and aft assemblies for the EM-2 boosters are in 
fabrication at Kennedy Space Center.

A 600-gallon mixer loads propellant onto a mix bowl transporter. 
The transporter will carry the propellant to a casting pit for 
installation into a booster motor segment.

Technicians install insulation in a solid rocket booster aft dome 
for the SLS second mission.

A crew removes the center core from a booster segment after it 
has been cast with propellant.



GETTING THE 
LVSA READY 
TO CONNECT

The frangible joint assembly for the SLS launch vehicle stage adapter (LVSA) arrived at Marshall Space Flight Center Nov. 20 and 
is being mated to the LVSA, which connects the interim cryogenic propulsion stage (ICPS) to the core stage. The frangible joint 
assembly is designed to break apart, allowing the ICPS to separate from the LVSA. After mating is complete, crews will install the 
pneumatic actuation system onto the LVSA before shipping it to Kennedy Space Center (KSC) for integration, where technicians 
will stack the vehicle in KSC’s Vehicle Assembly Building.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=xwcFPmgeXts


WHAT’S NEW IN SLS SOCIAL MEDIA

ROCKET 
SCIENCE 
IN 60 
SECONDS
How do you maximize a rocket’s 
performance for deep space 
travel? Rob Stough, SLS payload 
utilization manager, explains how. 

Watch the latest Rocket Science 
video here: bitly/2Q6ZcfK

SLS ON THE ROAD

During a talk show about the Exploration Mission-1 (EM-1) at Kennedy Space Center, a drogue parachute is unfolded to show 
the size and complexity of the capsule that will fly atop the SLS rocket. The nylon parachute is 23 feet in diameter and is one of 
many parachutes designed to help Orion splash down safely into the ocean.

https://bit.ly/2Q6ZcfK


RS-25 ENGINE TESTS 
TO MAXIMUM POWER
On Nov. 15, the SLS Liquid Engines A-1 test team and Aerojet Rocketdyne 
completed a successful test at Stennis Space Center, pushing the RS-25 
engine to 113 percent thrust level for 60 seconds. This is the second time 
the engine has been tested at this level and the first test at this level for 
developmental engine 0525, which incorporates new flight controllers, a 
3D-printed pogo accumulator assembly and a main combustion chamber 
fabricated with hot isostatic pressing.   
Read the full story here: go.nasa.gov/2SnFdWz

SPACEFLIGHT PARTNERS:  
Condor Industries  
(Formerly Empire Manufacturing)

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 30

LOCATION: Fort Lauderdale, Florida

WHAT THEY DO FOR SLS:  
Condor Industries produce small components, from the simple 
to complex, for RL10 and RS-25 rocket engines, which provide 
propulsion for SLS.

FOLLOW THE PROGRESS 
OF NASA’S NEW LAUNCH 
VEHICLE FOR DEEP SPACE:
Twitter . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Twitter.com/NASA_SLS

Facebook . . . . . . . . . . . Facebook.com/NASASLS

COMING NEXT MONTH:

Testing the liquid hydrogen tank’s structure

Rocket report: Progress in 2018

https://Twitter.com/NASA_SLS
https://Facebook.com/NASASLS
https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/sls/nasa-tests-3-d-printed-rocket-part-to-reduce-future-sls-engine-costs
http://go.nasa.gov/2SnFdWz



